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General Information:
Company Name:
Overseas Drilling Contracting Company.

Preferred technology used in this company:
Horizontal directional drilling (HDD) is a drilling technology that contains a wide range of drilling
applications.
Through the above mentioned technology, Overseas Drilling Contracting Company is capable of
providing the following;






Designing and Engineering of Horizontal Directional Drilling Construction.
In-house engineering study.
Telecom and electrical utility crossing.
Oil, Gas and Water pipeline crossing.
Long distance pipeline crossing (On-shore and off-shore up to 4000 meter).

Advantages of utilizing HDD opposed to conventional pipeline installation method are:









Reduced need for excavations.
Less site restoration is necessary.
Safer construction method.
Reduced environmental impact.
Less disruption to the general public.
Reduced traffic jamming from construction activities.
Lower social cost.
Economical and faster

Overseas Drilling Contracting Company’s Mission:
Improving infrastructure through meaningful innovation.
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Overseas Drilling Contracting Company’s Vision:
Vision is to develop and grow significantly and become a special industry pioneer within the HDD
services and at the same time be committed to manage a solid and secure environment to the highest
standards conceivable for its clients, providers, trade accomplices and workers by actualizing all
business exercises with a full concentration on natural impact.

Overseas Drilling Contracting Company’s Values:
“HDD”
H: Health, safety, environment and sustainability must be Overseas Drilling Contracting company’s
utmost priority in all its business and engineering activities.
D: Develop innovative HDD solutions that will impress its customers.
D: Defend and care for the admiration and self-esteem of Overseas Drilling Contracting company’s
employees and provide them with equal, friendly and safe environments to work and produce.

Introduction:
Established in March 2019, Overseas Drilling Contracting Company promises responsibility as well as
prosperity and has a very clear and intuitive vision about the tactics to be implemented to be one of the
leading companies in Abu Dhabi specialized in Horizontal Directional Drilling (HDD).
This highly proficient group provides services to major industrial sectors which include oil and gas, water
and electricity, construction, and communications. This company aims in conducting various of projects
all over U.A.E and GCC with the help of its available technical resources to become involved in the
construction of wide network of roads for the development of the country and assuring that structural
components and systems performance of all the major machineries in many major sectors.
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Organizational structure:
Overseas Drilling Contracting Company is under the ownership of Mr. Ahmed who has an experience of
30 years in the HDD field all over the Middle East. Mr. Ahmed also has an active involvement in the
company’s management along with Mr. Muhammad who is the General Manager of this company with
a responsibility of all the operation in the HDD department.
Under the guidance and supervision of the above mentioned leadership, HDD projects are executed
with efficiency and professionalism. Drilling crews consisting of civil engineer, civil draftsmen, drilling
operators, drilling locators, hydraulic diesel mechanic, machine electrician, electrical welder, heavy duty
drivers and technical labors.
Four drilling crew members are available on site to perform the actual drilling and pipe pulling works, in
order that the maintenance of operations are held and completed on the allocated time period.
Overseas Drilling Contracting Company utilizes over 15 employees including Emiratis and different
nationalities, to execute the HDD or any trenchless crossing construction works. Furthermore, it has the
capability to increase its workforce and equipment for the project if necessary, by diverting additional
resources under its umbrella.
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Organizational Structure of Overseas Drilling Contracting Company:
Owner

General
Manager

Office Staff

Site Team

Workshop

Civil Engineer

Machine
Operator

Hydraulic Diesel
Mechanic

Draftsman

Locator Man

Machine
Electriccian

Secretary

Technical labor

P.R.O.

Driver

Office Boy.
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Equipment:
Vermeer D100 x 120 Series II:

Power through a wide range of bores, even in difficult ground conditions, with the D100x120 Series II.
Equipped with a 225 hp/150 kW John Deere 6068 Tier 3 diesel engine, the D100x120 Series II offers
12,000 ft-lb. /16,270 Nm of rotational torque and 100,000 lbs/445 kN of thrust/pullback force.
Features and benefits:
 Improves productivity through a climate-controlled cab that features 360° visibilities, a state-ofthe-art operator’s station and fingertip controls on the electronic joysticks.
 Reduces maintenance time with a self-cleaning rack-and-pinion carriage drive and bolt-on gear
rack sections.
 Change rod boxes easier when you add the optional remote-controlled crane that eliminates the
need for an excavator or backhoe and delivers a lift capacity of 7,530 lbs/3,416 kg and maximum
reach of over 20 feet/6 m.
 Helps prevent rod wrap or wind-up because its floating vice allows the breakout system to
clamp the full rod upsets during breakout of the lower and upper joints.
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 Superior Firestick drill stem constructed of Vermeer-specified high carbon alloy steel features
one-piece, forged rods that have been heat-treated for uniform strength and consistent quality.
Specifications:
General Dimensions and Weights
Length (Minimum Transport)
Width (With Cab, Minimum Transport)
Height (Minimum Transport)

1041.4
cm
236.2 cm
299.7 cm
19731.3
kg

410 in
93 in
118 in

Weight

43500 lbs
Engine
John Deere PowerTech
PE6068HF275
Diesel
2400 rpm
225 hp
Turbocharged
13.7 gph
25 continuous
25 continuous

Make and Model
Fuel Type
Maximum Engine RPM
Gross Horsepower
Aspiration
Max Fuel Consumption
Maximum Operating Angle (Fore/Aft)*
Maximum Operating Angle (Left/Right)*

167.8 kw
51.9 lph

Operational
Maximum Carriage Speed at Maximum Engine RPM

175 ft/min

Maximum Spindle Torque (Low at Maximum Engine RPM)
Maximum Spindle Torque (Medium at Maximum Engine
RPM)

12000 ft-lb

Maximum Spindle Torque (High at Maximum Engine RPM)
Maximum Spindle Speed at Max Engine RPM
Minimum Bore Diameter
Maximum Ground Drive Speed at Maximum Engine RPM
Automated Rod Loader
Noise Level at Operator's Ear
Drill Rack Angle

6000 ft-lb
120 rpm
5 in
3.2 mph
Yes, semi-automated

53.3
m/min
16269.8
Nm
12202.4
Nm
8134.9
Nm

9000 ft-lb

12.7 cm
5.2 km/h
92

33 deg
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Fuel Tank
Hydraulic Tank
Hydraulic System
Maximum Flow
Maximum Pressure
Maximum Flow
Maximum Pressure

Fluid Capacities
75 gal
85 gal
115 gal
Drilling Fluid System Option One
150 gpm
1100 psi
Drilling Fluid System Option Two
200 gpm
1100 psi

283.9 L
321.8 L
435.3 L
567.8 L/min
75.8 bar
757.1 L/min
75.8 bar

Drilling Fluid System Option Three
Maximum Flow
200 gpm
Maximum Pressure
1100 psi
Brand
Aplex
Drilling Fluid System Option Four
On Board Tank Capacity
200 gal
Brand
Kerr
Maximum Pressure
1100 psi
Crane
Maximum Lifting Capacity
7530 lbs
Maximum Lifting Capacity - Boom Extended/Max Reach
2350 lbs
Rotation
200 deg
Maximum Reach
246 in
Optional Crane
Yes
Wireless Remote
Yes
Features
Breakout System
Yes- hydraulic open-top
Drilling Lights
Standard
Flow Indicator
Yes
Stakedown System
Optional

757.1 L/min
75.8 bar

757.1 L
75.8 bar
3415.6 kg
1065.9 kg
624.8 cm
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Cab
Strike Alert

Standard
Yes

Ditch Witch JT 100 MACH 1:

The 268-hp (200-kW) JT100 is an incredibly powerful machine, but it's not power that makes it so
productive—it's how the power is distributed. The JT100 is designed to deliver power where it's needed
to complete the bore in the most efficient manner, without compromising power to other machine
functions. There's plenty of power for an optional pipe box loader and onboard anchor system, too,
which eliminate the need for additional equipment for pipe loading, anchoring, and other tasks and give
the JT100 a unique ability: the power to reduce the size of the jobsite.
Specifications:
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OPERATION
Spindle speed, max
Spindle torque, max
Carriage thrust travel speed
Carriage pullback travel speed
Thrust force
Pullback force
Bore diameter
Backream diameter
Ground travel speed
Forward/reverse
POWER
Engine
Fuel
Cooling medium
Injection
Aspiration
Number of cylinders
Displacement
Bore
Stroke
Manufacturer's gross power rating
Rated speed
Emissions compliance

OPERATION
U.S.
210 rpm

METRIC
16300
N·m
46 m/min
46 m/min
311 kn
445 kn
152 mm

12,000 ft·lb
150 fpm
150 fpm
70,000 lb
100,000 lb
6 in
Soil dependent
3.6 mph
POWER
U.S.
Cummins QSB6.7
Diesel
Liquid
Direct
Turbocharged & charge air cooled
6
409 in3
4.21 in
4.88 in
260 hp
2,200 rpm

EPA Tier 4
DRILLING FLUID SYSTEM (ON BOARD)
DRILLING FLUID SYSTEM (ON BOARD)
U.S.
Drilling fluid pressure, max
1,000 psi
Drilling fluid flow, max
230 gpm

5.8 km/h
METRIC

6.7 L
107 mm
124 mm
194 kW
EU Stage
IV

METRIC
69 bar
870 l/min
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DIMENSIONS
Length
Width
Height
Weight
Entry angle
Angle of approach
Angle of departure

DIMENSIONS
U.S.
368 in
101 in
110 in
47,470 lb
10-15°
13°
17°
FLUID CAPACITIES

FLUID CAPACITIES
Hydraulic reservoir
Fuel tank

METRIC
9.35 m
2.57 m
2.79 m
21,532 kg

U.S.
47 gal
97 gal

METRIC
180 L
370 L

U.S.
177 in
4 in
3.63 in
205 ft
229 lb
3,760 lb

METRIC
4.5 m
102 mm
92 mm
63 m
104 kg
1710 kg

DRILL PIPE
DRILL PIPE
Length of drill pipe, nominal
Diameter of drill pipe, tool joint end
Diameter of drill pipe
Bend radius, min
Weight of drill pipe
Weight of drill pipe & box (12 pipe)
BATTERY (2 USED)
BATTERY (2 USED)
SAE reserve capacity rating
SAE cold crank rating @ 0ºF (-18ºC)

450 min
1,400 amps
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Ditch Witch JT 4020 MACH 1:

Displacement
Emissions Compliance
Engine Cooling System
Entry Angle
Fuel Tank Capacity
Fuel Type
Ground Drive Speed
Height
Hydraulic Tank Capacity
Joint Diameter
Length
Length
Make and Model
Manufacturer's Gross HP Rating
Max Carriage Speed
Max Flow
Max Pressure

409 cubic
inches
EPA Tier 3
Liquid
10-16Â°
55 gal
Diesel
2.5 mph
96"
36 gal
3.5"
337"
177"
Cummins
QSB6.7
190 hp
120 ft/min
120 gal/min
1300 psi
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Max Spindle Speed
Max Spindle Torque
Min Bend Radius
Min Bore Diameter
Number of Cylinders
Pipe Diameter
Pullback
Rated Engine RPM
Thrust
Weight
Weight
Weight of Pipe and Large Box
Weight of Pipe and Small Box
Width

240 rpm
5000 ft /lbs
190'
5"
6
2.81"
40,000 lbs
2400 rpm
36,000 lbs
158 lbs
27,700 lbs
6000 lbs (32
pipe)
3100 lbs (16
pipe)
87"

Work Method Statement:
Objectives:
The present document is intended for typical work method of statement. The objective is to execute and
perform the HDD in safe and quality professional manner as per the Abu Dhabi National Oil and Gas
Company (ADNOC) and quality requirements stipulated in applicable ADNOC standards and General
instruction based on the project construction by drilling. Product pipes will be installed in 1.5 meter
below from the lowest utility and drilling land will be finalized after completion of each crossing.

Site Preparation:
Avoid any interruption or delay in the construction process, the site will be prepared to unable delivery,
set-up and operation of all equipment with maximum efficiency and safety. The site preparation needs
to be handled with required attention and as a minimum will include the following main issues:
 Site survey and marking of entry and exit points.
 Installation of access road to HDD rig pad suitable for intended equipment.
 Levelling and stabilization of the HDD rig pad, site filling and slabs if required.
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Site survey and marking:
The whole construction site has to be pre-surveyed by the contractor before implementation of any
activity. All nearby underground services shall be located and marked; their corresponding elevation
difference from ground level shall be defined in corporation with effected service operator or owner.
Entry and exit points for intended HDD borehole shall be clearly marked and connected coordinates
shall be recorded and submitted to HDD contractor prior to equipment arrival on site. Exact survey
requirement shall be marked on a drawing or sketch for each site location.

Site leveling and stabilization:
The minimum size of the rig pad shall be 20 x 30 m; detailed layout will be provided by HDD contractor
prior for site preparation.
The whole rig pad area shall be adjusted to the same horizontal level within the limits given by HDD
contractor, earthworks will take place for filling or removal of soil where required.

Provision of supply product pipe, sweet water, bentonite, other
chemicals and electrical power:
As the drilling fluid used for creation and stabilization of the HDD borehole is sweet water based mixture
the supply of water for technical purposes is one of the key issues to enable the drilling operations.
Electrical power will be supplied to the HDD construction site through diesel power generators on site if
required.

Set-up of HDD equipment:
The rig will be mobilized to site by the HDD contractor as soon as the site preparation had been
completed as described above. Including a mixing system for preparation of the drilling fluids, drill pipes,
drilling tools, drilling bits, reamers and tools will be delivered to site as required.
The detailed specifications of rig will be available on section 2 (Drill rig and equipment).
Based on the previous experience the ground conditions in the intended construction area are expected
to be made up of compacted sand. There is a possibility of high water table. Such formation can be
drilled using remotely controlled drill head. The high pressure drilling suspension from rotation drill
head does accomplish the pilot hole. If this suspension (water, bentonite and special additives) is
dislocating the soil, larger spoils being pressed against the tunnel wall and finer particles being
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transported along the tunnel with the drilling fluid to the start pit. The proposed bore path is designed
1.5-meter clearance from the lowest utility.

Location/steering:
The most important function in the success of drilling a correct pilot hole is the steering of the drill head.
It is very crucial for the operator of drilling rig to direct the drill head along the design path to achieve
near perfect pilot.
This achieved through the use of eclipse tracking and detection equipment. A transmitting device is
attached at the back of the drill head. The receiver or sensor which resembles a cable locator is walked
along the drill path on the surface by a steering engineer/locator man. The sensor provides the depth of
the drill head up to 15 meters. It also gives us the azimuth data. The azimuth data is compared with the
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data displayed at the operator’s console of the HDD rig. The accuracy of the drill path is achieved if both
data are within 5% difference of each other.
Depth of the drill path is the most crucial factor in the pilot drilling function. The driller has to maintain
certain depth to avoid hitting any existing utility until all reaming and pipe pulling steps are completed
along the pilot hole. Eclipse steering system guarantees the accurate depth of the drill path.

Reaming:
The drill head and the drilling rod string shall be pulled back towards the HDD rig. A reamer shall be put
in front of the drill string and the reaming process shall start. This process is called “backward Reaming”.
Considering the crowded utilities some extra precautions will be taken to ensure that, the borehole path
enlargement with the reamer does not deviate from the path of the pilot hole.
The reaming method will be modified by connecting drill rods with a knuckle joint in the rear side of the
reamer.
The drill already connected between the reamer and the HDD rig will rotate the reamer during pulling
back. The knuckle joint and the extra drill pipe connected at the rear side will follow the rotating reamer
and provide extra stability and guidance. This step will be repeated again to enlarge the hole up to the
maximum diameter which is required for pipe pulling.
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Borehole cleaning and calibration:
Before the prepared product pipe section can be pulled into the reamed HDD borehole, the bore shall
undergo a certain number of cleaning passes-under usual condition the number of passes will be
between one and three, the final decision needs to be made during construction by the specialist on site
depending on the actual borehole condition.
The purpose of cleaning process is to remove remaining soil cuttings from the borehole bottom
(cleaning) and simultaneously to check the borehole concerning its stability, size and detection of
possible partial collapses (Calibration).
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Installation of the product pipe section:
As soon as the borehole reaming and cleaning operations as well as the works involved preparation of
the product pipe section are completed, the process of product pipe installation into the created HDD
borehole can commence. The installation itself will be done by pulling the pipe string into the borehole
using the HDD drilling rig which requires the pre-welded product section to be connected to the drill
string prior to pulling commencement.
The pull-in assembly shall be connected to the HDD pull head at the front end of the pre-welded product
pipe section. The drilling rig will pull the drill string and the connected product pipe section backwards
to the rig side. The drill string and the hole opener will be set in rotation to reduce the friction and
drilling mud will be pumped through the hole opener nozzles to remove cuttings which might be
remaining in the borehole.
Once the pull-in assembly and the connected HDD pull-head have reached the borehole’s exit point
together with the front end of the product pipe strings, the pull-in process will be stopped and the
installation of required diameter HDPE/steel pipe by HDD method can be considered as completed.
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Summarized bore path:
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Design Sample:
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Support Facilities:
Engineering and technical support services:
Overseas Drilling Contracting Company’s engineering department consists of a technical manager, with
discipline engineer, draftsman and supporting staff that helps in preparing all the technical support for
the client.
The typical daily departmental operation includes handling the electronic data files to update as per
ongoing site operations and obtaining approvals from clients. Site engineering department will be
responsible for controlling distribution of documents to all departments with special emphasis on
revisions. Generating and issuing the latest updates of all Approved for Construction (AFC) drawings,
assist in the accurate execution of work and the timely submittal of as-builds.

Repair and maintenance facility:
Overseas Drilling Contracting Company’s maintains a repair and the maintenance shop for its own
vehicles and construction equipment manned by experienced mechanics, technicians and support staff
as well as the mobile car for site quick maintenance.

Procurement and warehousing facilities:
Overseas Drilling Contracting Company maintains a purchasing department, employing qualified
personal knowledgeable in the local and international market conditions. ODC has clearly defined
procedures for meeting the procurement needs as follows;
 Import regulation.
 Material source.
 Procurement quality requirement.
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Safety:
Safety profile and awards:
Overseas Drilling Contracting Company’s commitment to safety is firm and aggressive. Thus, the
company’s attitude and dedicated endeavor for the safety of its employees and other assets have
always resulted in the elimination of serious and fatal accidents and brought about an ideal job site
environment, and livable camp facilities for its man power staff of trained workforce.

Safety commitment / policy:
To further maintain and improve the company commitment to safety and lost prevention, the safety
department, management and construction group consider safety education/orientation, counseling
and proper motivation as the guiding policy in the enforcement and implementation of its safety and
lost prevention program. This program ensures that none of its procedures, practices or methods of
work will expose any employee to unnecessary hazards.
Keeping in view the above, concern departmental heads/supervisors are reminded that safety must take
higher importance then cost and construction, bearing in mind that have a moral and legal responsibility
for the safety and health for all employees under their control as laid down in U.A.E law, ADNOC safety
manual and all other applicable safety standards.
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Active photos:
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License and Certificates:

